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Quick Transmigration Female Lead: Male God, Never Stopping 

Chapter 801: Golden boss: The film empress ex-wife’s cuteness (Part 2) 

The previous host was disheartened and since Bai Yi Yi couldn’t do anything, she went looking for the 

previous host. 

She told her everything. The previous host went looking for He Chen after learning the truth, but an 

accident happened on the way to Star Art. 

The weather in December was a bit warm! 

But Luo Qing Chen who had finished seeing the previous host’s story had a cold heart. 

Because she was standing in front of the certification office with a green book in her hand! 

On it wrote ‘divorce papers’! 

She really had to complain to her system, she simply couldn’t take it! 

System, you feel that my mission is too simple, right! Can’t you send me back an hour? 

[This…..is fate! Host, please don’t dwell on it too much!] 

God damn! 

Luo Qing Chen looked around while still holding He Chen’s house key. 

Thinking of the story between the previous host and He Chen, she really couldn’t think it through. 

He Chen was a very smart person, so even if it was a family marriage, he could still refuse when he knew 

that the previous host wasn’t interested in him. 

But he still accepted! 

What was worse was that they had been married three months and treated each other as 

acquaintances, but he didn’t complain. He went home every day to make dinner and stay the night. 

Even more exaggerated was that when the previous host secretly stole the secrets of his company, he 

didn’t expose her or divorce her, he just suppressed everything with his identity as the president! 

The one who wanted a divorce was the original host, but he only asked, “I’m not willing to divorce, so if 

you really want to do this, at least give me a reason!” 

The previous host’s reply was, “I love Ye Zuo Chuan, I love him with everything.” 

The host’s reply: There really was a problem with this previous host! 

Recalling He Chen’s expression from back then, she felt there was a trace of sadness in his eyes. 

? 

Why! She didn’t understand! 
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Such a smart man, why was he so good to such a foolish girl? 

Was it love at first sight? 

Impossible! The male lead was a black bellied man, he had a reason for everything and always had a 

plan B. This kind of man wouldn’t impulsively love someone. 

Then why……she didn’t understand…… 

There must be something. The previous host must have inadvertently done something that left a deep 

impression on He Chen. 

There were many rich families, but choosing to marry Luo Qing Chen. After all, the previous host’s family 

was facing bankruptcy without the help of the He Family. 

She really couldn’t think it through…… 

Just when was it! 

Luo Qing Chen felt awkward holding the key and green book in her hand, feeling like she was the villain 

for the first time. 

This really didn’t feel good! 

When she was thinking about whether to return to the company or go home, Ye Zuo Chuan called her! 

“Qing Chen, where are you! I miss you, how about we go grab a meal?” Ye Zuo Chuan’s voice was good, 

but it sounded a bit girly the more she listened to it. 

She didn’t like this kind of voice, but it might have been because Ye Zuo Chuan was scum that his voice 

was ugly no matter how she listened! 

“Alright, I’ll meet you at the cafe downstairs of the company!” Luo Qing Chen had a soft sparkle in her 

eyes. 

After hanging up, she muttered with a chuckle, “Sorry scum, from this moment forth, you won’t be able 

to get any information from Star Art from me!” 
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Chapter 802: Golden boss: The film empress ex-wife’s cuteness (Part 3) 

In a chic cafe. 

Ye Zuo Chuan helped her order some cake and coffee, looking quite gentlemanly. 

“What, do you need me for something?” She sipped her coffee as she said in a somewhat cold voice. 

“What is this?” Ye Zuo Chuan couldn’t adapt to her slight cold tone, but then he said in a gentle voice, 

“The data that I asked you to get last time, is it ready?” 

Luo Qing Chen slightly knit her brows as she tapped her finger on her bag, “Not yet, I’ll give it to you this 

afternoon!” 

Actually she had already prepared it, but…… 
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She decided to change the so-called ‘sweetheart’ of the previous host. 

“Afternoon?” Ye Zuo Chuan seemed a bit dissatisfied as he said, “Then quickly go up and get it! What 

are you doing here drinking tea?” 

This treasure drinking tea, what does it matter to you? 

Of course, Luo Qing Chen didn’t say this. She knew that she had to endure, since falling from the highest 

point was the most painful! 

“Got it!” As soon as he voice fell, she drank the rest of her coffee and walked out! 

Little did she know that this scene was caught by the male lead who had just come back. 

He knit his brows and his deep eyes were a bit dull. 

This was the only person he wanted to marry, but it was a pity she liked someone else. 

At the same time, Luo Qing Chen rushed back to the office. 

But she never thought that when she entered the elevator, she would bump into He Chen. 

He was wearing a large coffee brown coat and his face was very handsome. The most special thing were 

his dark eyes that had a bottomless feel to them. 

Luo Qing Chen felt a bit flustered at this moment, as he actually stopped the elevator door when it was 

about to close. 

A slender hand was holding the elevator door open. 

He Chen slightly knit his brows as he said, “Come in.” 

She nodded feeling panicked. The awkwardness of this couldn’t help but make her face turn red. 

“I never thought that you would be back so soon.” His hands were in his pockets and there was a trace 

of a chill in his eyes. It made it hard for people to understand what he was feeling. 

“I…..” Luo Qing Chen closed her eyes and took a deep breath, “I heard that the office had a hot IP it was 

competing for this afternoon. This piece of meat that the entire industry wants, does Star Art have 

confidence in taking it?” 

These words were purely for testing He Chen. Such an intelligent man shouldn’t have not known that 

Star Art’s data was leaked. As long as Ye Zuo Chuan’s Parkway had better resources, they could steal this 

popular IP. 

For a while, the air was silent. 

Only when the elevator made a ‘ding’ sound did He Chen slowly say, “You should know better than me if 

we’re confident or not.” 

There was a trace of sadness when he said this. This He Chen, it suddenly made one feel pain. 

Luo Qing Chen knit her brows as she walked out. When the elevator doors were about to close, she 

suddenly turned around and said with a sweet smile, “Director He, people can change!” 



No matter what, she had what the previous host had. Whether it was for good or bad, she just had to 

bear with it. 

Since the previous host wasn’t a good person, she should become a good person now! 

When she arrived in the office, everyone gathered around to gossip. 

“Ah! Qing Chen, I’m so envious of you! You were actually in the same elevator as director He!” 

How is it, how is it, isn’t his handsomeness out of this world!” 

“If I was in that elevator just now, I definitely would have asked for his phone number…..After 

all……Cinderella and the prince always meet in the elevator!” 

…… 
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Chapter 803: Golden boss: The film empress ex-wife’s cuteness (Part 4) 

Only then did Luo Qing Chen remember that she and He Chen didn’t talk in the office at all. The people 

in the office thought that He Chen was still single, they didn’t know that he had gotten married in secret. 

And he had also divorced in secret. 

She never had the title of director He’s wife, so there was no need for others to know that she was his 

ex-wife either…… 

After all, this was not a good thing. 

“What are you gossiping for, why aren’t you working! Does your money fall from the sky!” Luo Qing 

Chen scattered them with a few words because she didn’t have much time. 

She turned on her computer and found the secret folder, as she began greatly changing the data that 

she was going to hand to Ye Zuo Chuan. 

In her memory, Star Art had lost this hot IP. The supporting female lead Bai Yi Yi had become a first 

grade star from this single movie, which really was a large turning point! 

Thinking of this, she couldn’t help blaming her system. 

When writing the budget, she changed the original five million to four million. 

Other than the budget, the broadcast, the market, the publicity team, and others, she made no changes! 

Un, this was completely fake data. 

Ye Zuo Chuan, Ye Zuo Chuan, just you wait! 

Luo Qing Chen secretly printed out all the data and put it in a folder, as she walked to Parkway next 

door. 

Ye Zuo Chuan was already impatiently waiting for her at the door, accusing her in a bad tone, “Why are 

you so slow, don’t you know that there will be the meeting soon? If our Parkway loses, how will you 

repay us?” 
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Luo Qing Chen angrily said in her heart: Repay you, I wish that you would go bankrupt, alright? 

But she had to endure! She had to play along since there was also a side mission this time! 

This could be considered acting practice! 

“Didn’t I bring it to you as fast as I can?” Luo Qing Chen bit her lip and said, “What are you angry for!” 

“Alright, alright!” Ye Zuo Chuan waved his hand, “There are many people here, you should leave! If you 

are fired or He Chen doesn’t want you anymore, you have no value left!” 

Luo Qing Chen heard this and felt her fists clench even tighter in her large red coat! 

She really wanted to send out two punches, making him unable to tell west from east! 

“Goodbye!” She rolled her eyes, not staying for a single second! 

It had to be said, what kind of eyes did the previous host have?! Were your eyes hit by a truck? This kind 

of scum, damn….. 

Forget it, forget it! She seriously patted her chest as she told herself this. 

Anyway, there are scumbags all around! 

When she returned to the office, everyone was preparing for today’s most important meeting. 

As the data collection team leader, the previous host’s position wasn’t low. She was the team leader and 

that was why she could get all that data. 

But she didn’t know that even a team leader had to go through many channels to get this information. 

She never would have known. 

That man called He Chen had actually helped her get it so it wasn’t that hard for her. 

While the previous host didn’t know, Luo Qing Chen figured it out with a single glance. 

The company’s internal files were guarded by strong firewalls, so it was likely to leave traces if you 

wanted to steal important data. 

The reason why the previous host didn’t leave a single trace was because He Chen was a genius with 

computers, eliminating them all for her. 
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“Qing Chen, the meeting is starting.” Xiao Mo Li on the side reminded her, not wanting her to sit in a 

daze. 

She was in a daze because she was thinking! Where on earth had she seen the male lead before? What 

did she do to make him this obsessed? 

“I know!” Luo Qing Chen said with a chuckle, “Coming.” 
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There were three teams in the data collection department and each team leader sat in the back to 

listen. 

She felt a bit nervous before the meeting and went to use the washroom. 

She never thought that she would run into He Chen who just came out. 

He didn’t say anything, he just walked past her after taking a look at her. 

Luo Qing Chen could probably imagine how disappointed He Chen was right now. 

Parkway being able to compete with Star Art for this hot IP was all because of the information they had. 

But it was a pity! A pity! 

The meeting had only lasted ten minutes and the first eight minutes were Ye Zuo Chuan’s one man 

show! 

“First, I want to thank “Su Tang, let’s walk apart from now on!” for giving us Parkway a chance. Being 

able to compete fairly with a large company like Star Art is an honour for us……” 

As time passed by, Luo Qing Chen slowly revealed a faint smile. 

The original host was too ashamed to see He Chen to come to this meeting. She really missed this “idiot 

praising himself’. 

Jia Fang looked down at his watch and Ye Zuo Chuan kept talking. The shortcomings in the report from 

Star Art became the perfect advantage for Parkway. 

Based on Ye Zuo Chuan’s arrogant looks, he didn’t find any problems in the data! 

But…..He Chen noticed. 

Ye Zuo Chuan’s advantages were just the benchmark for Star Art. 

He Chen knew that in this competition, Parkway had already lost. 

And his gaze couldn’t help falling onto Luo Qing Chen. It was a questioning gaze, with a bit of sparkle 

that no one could understand. 

Instantly, Luo Qing Chen met his gaze. She acted cute as she gave him a kiss and winked at him twice. 

Actually she was doing this to hide her awkwardness and nervousness. 

But she didn’t know that her cute appearance had moved He Chen’s heart. 

[Ding, affection has increased by ten. Missions completion rate is now 0%.] 

Ha? You meant that He Chen’s affection for the original host was negative? 

[You think that any many in this world will allow his wife to do all these things that betrayed him and 

would still have a positive affection?] 

So, he hated the previous host! 



Only his temper was too calm and steady, so this hate was buried deep in his heart even if there was 

hate. 

It should be hate born of love, right? 

Luo Qing Chen didn’t know if he loved her before or what the highest affection was. She didn’t know 

that after being betrayed again and again, it finally fell to this kind of affection. 

The previous host left her with nothing. All the hatred and love had turned to zero, beginning again! 

“Then mister Ye, are you finished?” Jia Feng was a bit impatient. He looked at the clock and said, “It’s 

about time!” 

Jia Fang naturally didn’t understand why Ye Zuo Chuan said all these strange things. According to the 

data, what he said was just terrible. 

Because based on the data he received from He Chen, it was simply several times stronger than 

Parkway. 
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“That, well I’m finished!” Ye Zuo Chuan sat back down with a look of victory on his face. 

Luo Qing Chen looked at him and couldn’t help finding it funny. 

Was he really an idiot or was it the original host’s idiocy that made him so trusting? 

“Ding.” The slide in the hall opened and all the resources, broadcast channels, and other data that Star 

Art was providing the hot IP was displayed. 

Each one was much better and more professional than what Parkway offered! 

“I’ll say a few words.” He Chen’s deep eyes sparkled as he looked at the awkward looking Ye Zuo Chuan, 

“First, the data that Star Art gave this IP is because Star Art is the best, it’s to teach the newer 

companies not to speak nonsense. Second, I hope that Jia Fang will not bring such companies to Star Art 

in the future. Since Jia Fang can’t decide, Star Art can’t decide either!” 

“Si.” Everyone took a deep cold breath. 

Even Luo Qing Chen doubtfully looked at He Chen, but she couldn’t see any clues from his eyes. 

“That, director He……” Jia Fang’s expression became a bit ugly. 

He knew who he should work with to give this IP the most exposure, it was all that Parkway Ye Zuo 

Chuan’s fault. 

If he didn’t keep guaranteeing that the conditions Star Art gave would be worse, he wouldn’t have done 

such a foolish thing! 

“Let’s talk again if there’s another chance!” He Chen stood up and without any hesitation, he walked out 

of the hall. Jia Fang and Ye Zuo Chuan were left behind with awkward looks. 
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In the afternoon, gossip was circulating all over the company. 

“Did you hear? Ye Zuo Chuan found someone in our company to make a copy of the data, but he 

received a fake copy!” 

“Damn! It really is a film company, they act to the end!” 

“Right, right! I saw him in the conference room, he thought that he was so good!” 

…… 

Luo Qing Chen didn’t care about the gossip of the team leaders, she also wasn’t worried about Ye Zuo 

Chuan exposing her. 

Since she was still useful to that man. 

The only thing she was upset about was, she had made so many changes to the data to grab “Su Tang, 

let’s walk apart from now on!”, but He Chen still easily gave it up when he could have won. 

Intelligent people really were unpredictable! 

No, she worked hard for two hours on that ‘fake data’ and to give it up that easily in ten minutes, it 

really was….. 

She didn’t know if damn was appropriate here! 

After thinking for three seconds, Luo Qing Chen decided to head to the president’s office. 

Star Art’s eighteenth floor, a high rise office, there weren’t many people who came here. There were 

only some well known artists and some high level members who came here. 

When the elevator came to the eighteenth floor, she saw He Chen’s beautiful secretary Linda! 

“Young miss Luo, director He was looking for you.” An awkward expression flashed on Linda’s face 

before she said with a normal smile, “Please come this way.” 

He Chen’s office was very big. After a long corridor, there was a large office! 

The beauty of A City, you could see it all the moment you walked into this office! 
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“Director He, young miss Luo is here!” 

“You’re quite fast.” He Chen had his back to her as his finger tapped on the table. He then said, “You 

met in the elevator?” 

She really came to find him as expected. 

“Yes, director He really is capable!” Linda said with an awkward smile, “Then I’ll be leaving first!” 

“Un.” He replied. 

When the office doors were closed, Luo Qing Chen said, “Why?” 
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“Shouldn’t I be asking you this?” He Chen turned around and stood in front of her against the light. 

The warm sunlight shined on his clean face, making him look so handsome in that moment! 

She was a bit stunned. Her eyes sparkled as she said, “What do you want to ask?” 

“You should know.” He Chen’s smile curled into a deep smile as he looked at Luo Qing Chen, “What 

made you decide to turn to the other side? My…..miss ex-wife?” 

“Ke, ke, ke.” Luo Qing Chen’s face turned red as she bit her lips and said, “Be quiet!” 

“Relax, the sound proofing is good here!” He Chen put his hands into his pocket as he said with a smile, 

“Not to mention, I should suffer more from this than you.” 

He looked at her blushed cheeks and her clear eyes blinking in a daze and he couldn’t stop a faint ripple 

from forming in his heart. 

[Ding, affection has increased by ten. Mission completion rate is now 10%.] 

“What do you have to suffer!” Luo Qing Chen couldn’t help thinking of her wasted two hours and 

argued, “I’m the one who suffered! I wasted two hours to make that fake data, alright?” 

“Actually…..” His eyes sunk and his lips curled into a faint smile, “The sound proofing in here isn’t that 

good!” 

“Damn! He Chen.” 

Faced with this clear mind, there was no logic that could beat this male lead. 

Luo Qing Chen really was angry! 

“I never thought that my ex-wife would swear…..” He Chen narrowed her eyes and looked at her with an 

inquisitive gaze, “As expected, three months wasn’t enough for me to understand you.” 

A person who was cruel to him had suddenly…..changed! 

“Three months isn’t enough for me to understand you.” Luo Qign Chen took a deep breath and adjusted 

her emotions before looking at him, “I guess that you did this to improve Star Art’s position in the 

industry, since not any cats and dogs can challenge your authority, right?” 

This idea was her trying to think smart and enter He Chen’s world. 

Although “Su Tang, let’s walk apart from now on!” was a popular IP, there were many similar IPs. 

Star Art had many other IPs that came in, but if it didn’t have Star Art, perhaps it wouldn’t be able to 

shine as bright. 

He Chen could let those big IPs see that Star Art had the ability and could provide them with the best 

resources like this. 

Secondly, it let the small companies like Parkway that they weren’t qualified to compete for any IP! 

The thing that Parkway needed was something worthless to Star Art! 



This was indeed a good method of killing two birds with one stone. 

But Luo Qing Chen never would have thought that He Chen’s next words would freeze her on the spot! 

“No.” His eyes sparkled and his lips curled into a faint smile as he said, “I wanted you to come find me.” 
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 “Ah?” Luo Qing Chen was stunned. Her eyes trembled as her heart skipped a beat. 

He did this to find her, why did she feel that the intelligent director He was unpredictable…… 

After a while, He Chen looked at her seriously and said, “The reason why we gave up “Su Tang” was 

because Star Art has better choices.” 

“Better choices?” Currently the writer of “Su Tang” You You was quite popular, making it a hot IP. 

Adding in the fact that You You herself was quite good, she had gained quite a few fans from her 

exposure. 

Right now, when it came to love stories, other than You You, there weren’t any others…… 

No, there was one! 

“You……” Luo Qing Chen’s brain quickly turned before looking at He Chen in surprise. 

He Chen gave a satisfied nod as he said, “Right, it’s him.” 

“Zhe Xue?” 

She simply couldn’t believe it, this person was a mystery in the world of writing. For the first part of last 

year, You You’s “Su Tang” was leading the top charts, but in the second half, Zhe Xue’s “Ten years, 

memories running against you” had directly killed it. 

“How did you trick him into signing the contract!” Luo Qing Chen pursed her lips and said, “Zhe Xue is 

my male god, alright?” 

Un, it should be considered the male god of the previous host. 

“Male god?” He Chen had a faint sparkle in his eyes as he said, “Since it’s like this, we have a prospect 

actress coming and you can see if they’re suitable or not.” 

“Who is it?” 

“Bei Chun Ni.” 

“That Bei Chun Ni who became famous recently for acting in xianxia dramas?” Luo Qing Chen asked in a 

thoughtful voice, “But I heard that she was like a big star? Whether I think she’s suitable or not, director 

He, are you teasing me?” 

He Chen looked at his watch, “She should be here already.” 

Luo Qing Chen never thought that before she could determine whether Bei Chun Ni was suitable or not, 

she already felt her ‘rumoured big star’. 
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When she walked into the hall, her coworker Milly accidentally spilled coffee on her shoes. 

Being a popular movie star, her queen pose soon came out. 

She was wearing a fire red dress with a pair of red and white heels. She had three layers of makeup on, 

making her thick eyebrows and eyes as big as glass beads. 

“Are your hands crippled? Are you blind?” Bei Chun Ni’s voice was very loud and very high. She crossed 

her arms at hre chest and had a stern look, completely different from the fairy immortal on screen. 

“So…..Sorry……” Milly almost had tears coming out as she quickly explained, “Because the coffee you 

wanted was rather complicated, when I came in…..” 

“Is there a use to apologizing? If there was, would we need the police?” Bei Chun Ni said in a cold voice, 

“Also, could it be that you think that I drink mixed coffee like you? Is there something wrong with you!” 

Bei Chun Ni naturally looked down on people. Normally she had seven or eight assistants on set, acting 

very proud! For people with eyes on top of their heads, they naturally looked down on the working 

class. 

She liked seeing people’s awkward appearance, it raised her up higher. 

There were too many people like this in this circle…… 

“Young miss Bei, I……I’ll clean it for you. This is real leather……” 

“You’re not compensating me?” Bei Chun Ni found a place to sit down and crossed her legs, “Then lick it 

clean!” 
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“Ze, ze.” When Bei Chun Ni said this, it surprised all the gossipers in the hall. 

“God, so Bei Chun Ni was so fake in her shows! 

“Right, right! She likes acting like a cute little girl, why is she so fake!” 

“Be quiet or you’ll get burned!” 

…… 

Milly slowly bent over in fear, as a faint mist came over her eyes. 

She seemed like she was planning to agree, she could only agree. 

“Milly, did you prepare the documents I had you prepare?” Luo Qing Chen slowly walked over. She 

made a cup of coffee at the coffee table as she said, “Could it be that you want to skip out on work for 

someone unrelated?” 

“Leader Qing Chen…..” Milly looked at her for help since she was just a fresh graduate, she hadn’t seen 

the world before. 

The previous host came back after studying overseas and had just finished this year. 
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Milly and the others wanted to call her big sister Qing Chen, but when they found out they were the 

same age, most of them called her by name or team leader. 

“Some unrelated?” Bei Chun Ni narrowed her eyes, “Who are you? Do you know who I am? Why don’t 

you look at today’s Weibo’s headlines, or you might not even know why you were fired by director He!” 

Who was she? She was the current popular actress Bei Chun Ni! If it wasn’t for meeting He 

Chen…..someone of her status wouldn’t come personally. 

After all, other than her being the heroine of this novel with her currently popularity, there was no one 

else that could compare! 

“Me?” Luo Qing Chen’s face turned cold. With a faint smile on her face, she took the freshly brewed 

coffee and walked over towards Bei Chun Ni, “The one who causes trouble!” 

As soon as her voice fell, she poured the hot cup of coffee onto Bei Chun Ni’s feet. 

“Ah.” There was a shocked cry that was so comfortable on Luo Qing Chen’s ears. 

“Si.” Everyone took a cold breath as they couldn’t understand what Luo Qing Chen was doing. 

“What are you doing?” Bei Chun Ni stood up in shock as her eyes filled with rage, “You actually dare 

burn me with coffee? Do you know what relationship I have with your director He? Trash like you who 

works from nine to five! Trash that comes from the villages! You can only come from the 

village….you……” 

“Are you done?” Luo Qing Chen said with a shrug, “So what if I come from the village, not understanding 

common reasoning. Even if you graduate from the a university in America’s California, you are still a 

b*itch. Un, you are only a b*itch who scolds others.” 

Bei Chun Ni felt the heat coming from her foot and her face turned ugly. 

“So what if I’m a b*tch, this old lady is a rich b*itch! What about you? So poor. Let me tell you, my shoes 

are ruined and even if you lick them clean, you have to repay me. This old lady has plenty of money, but 

I want to see what you look like when you are forced into a corner!” Bei Chun Ni slammed down the 

chair, completely ignoring her identity. 

She never thought that Luo Qing Chen would look at her shoes with a shrug, “Take them off.” 

“Ai, now you want to lick my shoes!” Bei Chun Ni proudly raised her head, “Let me tell you, it’s too late!” 

These people bullied her so much, she had to properly shame them. She had to let them know that they 

were ants in this world, wasting food and air! 
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Luo Qing Chen took out a black card without limit from the bag behind her and placed it on the table, 

“Christian Louboutin’s red shoes, eighty thousand a pair. They are indeed not cheap, but a person like 

me who comes from the villages should be able to afford it!” 

The previous host’s family wasn’t bad, she had never worried about money in her life. 
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Although she didn’t buy these shoes often, she had several pairs in the shoe cabinet at home. 

After all, there were times when she dressed up to go to banquets with her parents. Since you were in 

this circle, you had to have knowledge of luxury goods. 

“You…..” Bei Chun Ni was surprised. She never expected Luo Qing Chen to know the name of the shoes 

she was wearing. 

In her eyes, there was no difference between the people here and her assistants. They were all ordinary 

people working for a wage. 

But the unlimited black card on the table made her face look uglier. 

“Didn’t you want money?” Luo Qing Chen gave a shrug before her lips curled into a faint smile, “Milly 

will go to the bank downstairs with you to take out the eighty thousand. But remember to give the 

goods for the money. After you take the money, leave the shoes here since they no longer belong to 

you!” 

Her words were soft without any special tones, but the power within stepped on Bei Chun Ni’s heart, 

making her unable to step down. 

The people around didn’t dare speak, but their expression revealed what they wanted to say in their 

hearts. 

“You……Right, right, right! You’re incredible, you’re skilled, I want to see how long you can stay here! I 

will see your director He and make you disappear from Star Art!” Bei Chun Ni already lost her mind from 

her anger, her words were even trembling as she spoke! 

The other side was looking indifferent, picking up a bottle of Wahaha to drink. She felt like her lungs 

were about to explode. 

“That.” Linda walked in with a bag for Bei Chun Ni, “There’s eighty thousand in here. Directory He said 

that miss Bei didn’t need to go downstairs to the bank, you can just leave the shoes and go.” 

Luo Qing Chen was stunned as her eyes filled with disbelief. She looked up to see a camera in the upper 

right corner that had a faint red glow on it. 

It seems like a certain someone liked to use a special method to help her! 

“You…..You…..” Bei Chun Ni couldn’t believe what she had just heard. He Chen had gone against her for 

some trash in his company! 

She was a first class star, no one could treat her like this! 

“Director He also said.” Linda had a smile as she said, “He is that unreasonable and protective!” 

“You…..Good, good, good! Your Star Art actually treats me like this, you’ll regret it!” Bei Chun Ni took 

out her phone and planned on taking pictures of this tragic situation, asking her millions of fans to help 

her! 

“Sorry, sorry…..It was all my fault…..I…..I’m sorry……” Milly saw that things were getting more and more 

out of control, so she panicked even more. 



After all, she was one of the parties involved. 

The girls who entered society were still innocent, they didn’t want to be blacklisted and they didn’t want 

to ruin the company’s reputation. 

Luo Qing Chen narrowed her eyes, signaling to her to not talk. 

“Sorry, sorry your uncle! Let me tell you, with my Bei Chun Ni’s status in the entertainment industry, 

you’re not qualified to shine my shoes!” Bei Chun Ni said with a cold snort, “You two, I’ll see you in the 

Weibo headlines!” 
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“Oh?” Luo Qing Chen pressed the stop recording button and took it from her pocket. She revealed a 

faint smile as she said, “Are you certain?” 

“Yo, yo, yo.” Bei Chun Ni looked at her in disdain, “Could it be that you post on Weibo, are you famous? 

Someone like you has fans? Oh! No, you’re only worthy of being fans of others, just like the dogs who 

wag their tails behind me all day!” 

“Ze, ze, I really regret not recording this. I should let the fans know how they are in your eyes, right?” 

“You were recording?” Bei Chun Ni’s face suddenly turned pale. She clearly didn’t expect that Luo Qing 

Chen would be recording. 

Although she wouldn’t admit it even if she was beaten to death, this would clearly affect her image. 

But…… 

The trash in this place really was smart to record this. 

She really didn’t believe it! 

“Un humph?” Luo Qing Chen took a sip before saying, “Of course, you can keep posting to Weibo.” 

“So what if you recorded it? It’s just a slap, do you think you can get out of this unscathed?” Bei Chun 

Ni’s voice trembled a bit, she was clearly a bit frazzled. 

But being bullied like this, she couldn’t back down! 

“Who said that I wanted to get out unscathed?” Luo Qing Chen narrowed her cold eyes and said with a 

terrifying smile, “I’m never afraid of ruin!” 

She was just a small worker and hadn’t entered showbiz yet, this kind of thing would never affect her as 

much as Bei Chun Ni. 

Bei Chun Ni would always be the target of the public, it would never be her. 

“You……You……You……” Bei Chun Ni heard this and her face turned red and black, as her heart was 

about to explode from anger. 

But she had no other choice, she could only swallow this anger. 
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“Goodbye, I won’t send you off.” Luo Qing Chen raised as brow and said, “Of course, you can choose to 

take the shoes or leave them.” 

“Ah.” Bei Chun Ni roared out, angrily stepping on the high heels before leaving Star Art. 

The shame from today, she would definitely repay it ten times! 

– 

After Bei Chun Ni left, the surrounding people cheered, like they had won a beautiful battle! 

“Qing Chen, Qing Chen, Qing Chen.” A man with clear eyes came over to say, “You really are my 

goddess, you were just too handsome just now! You don’t know but Star Art wanted to sign a contract 

with this Bei Chun Ni before, but her pierce was very high! Director He said that this is a waste of 

resources, so we didn’t sign her!” 

“Sign what.” Another girl said, “If our company was to sign an artist like her, it wouldn’t be Milly that 

would leave, it would be me!” 

“But Qing Chen really is amazing, you actually recorded ahead of time!” 

“Ah?” Luo Qing Chen said with a shrug, “This…..This recording really was nonsense!” 

Luo Qing Chen was only thinking about how to anger Bei Chun, how could she remember to record! 

If she had really recorded it, she would have posted it onto Weibo. Wouldn’t it be more interesting to 

have an army against her! 

“Ze, ze, ze.” A little brother wearing glasses said with a look of disbelief, “Damn, Qing Chen is the real 

actor, I couldn’t tell that you were recording at all!” 

“La, la, la.” She pursed her lips into a smile as she said, “Life is a play, it all depends on acting.” 

[Ding, affection has increased by ten. Mission completion rate is now 20%.] 

Yi? The male lead is nearby? 


